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Abstract: Dropped calls can be avoided in cellular networks by an Automatically Optimization algorithm. An optimization
technique have been generated using a DNCL (Dynamic Neighbor cell listing), which uses an automatically optimization
algorithm to avoid call drop in cellular networks. In cellular networks the Dynamic Neighbor cell list (DNCL) has an
important impact on the number of dropped calls and is traditionally optimized manually with the help of planning tools.
We have used a method which automatically optimizes DNCL, which consists of a self configuration phase for
initialization, followed by a self-optimization phase which further refines the DNCL based on measurements provided by
mobile stations during the network operation. The proposed method performance is evaluated for different user speeds and
different DNCL sizes. Besides, the convergence speed of the proposed self-optimization method is evaluated. It is shown
that automatically optimization method reached a stable maximum performance about 99% of success rate when about
6000
measurements
are
reported
by
mobile
stations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Handover is one of the most critical and important issues in
cellular networks. It enables continuity of a connection for
mobiles during their movement and allowing the efficient
use of various resources (e.g., time and frequency reuse
between cells). Today most of cellular standards use mobileassisted handover i.e. Mobile measures the pilot channel
signal quality of neighbor cells and reports the measurement
result to the network [1][2]. If the quality of signal from a
neighbor cell is better than that of the serving cell then the
network initiates a handover to that cell. In Today‟s world,
commercial cellular networks use a dynamic neighbor cell
list (DNCL) to control the neighbor cell measurements. For
the measurement of neighbor cells, mobiles should be
provided with the information on the pilot channels of
neighbor cells [3] (e.g., dynamic cell synchronization
information, channel frequency). If the network is not
provide this information to the mobiles then the mobiles
have to spend a longer time to acquire it via scanning
through all possibilities. The list contains information of the
selected handover candidates and is sent to all mobiles
connected to the cell. The mobility performance of the
dynamic neighbor cell list has an important influence [4][5].
To ensure that any mobile in the serving cell can find at least
one handover target when its own signal dilapidate, must
contain a sufficiently large number of potential dynamic
neighbor cells. However, a long list can result in delays in
finding a suitable handover target, as the mobile
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measurement capacity is limited. When the user moves at
high speed then these delays may cause call drops [7]. While
it is not as simple in reality, to configure a neighbor cell list
by simply looking at the cell topology and selecting all cells
overlapping with the cell of interest. In recent practice, when
new cells are entered, the DNCL is still manually configured
at the beginning of the network deployment by means of
planning and controlling tools, and is manually updated
[8][9]. During this manual configuration the cell coverage
and the neighbor relation are predicted using static
information such locations of that base station, battery
power of the cell, antenna patterns, and received signal
strength and maps. Therefore, the manual configuration and
optimization of the neighbor cell list is a non-trivial problem
that requires efforts for the operator that is related to
network, resulting in considerable operational depreciate. In
addition, the Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN)
alliance recently specified neighbor cell list automaticallyoptimization and described its benefits for the network
operator[10][11].
II. BACKGROUND
The mobiles only need to monitor the pilot signal quality of
the cells included the DNCL of the serving cell[12]. The
neighbor cell list has an important impact on the mobility
performance and it must surely and sufficiently contain a
large number of potential neighbor cells to ensure that any
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mobile in the serving cell can find at least one handover
target when its own signal becomes weak. However, a long
list can result in delays in finding a suitable handover target,
as the mobile measurement capacity is limited. When the
user moves at a high speed then these delays may cause call
drops[14][15]. While it might appear easy to configure a
neighbor cell list by simply looking at the cell topology but
it is very difficult in reality. This is mainly due to the fact
that the real radio coverage is unknown. For instance, the
presence of unpredicted buildings, trees, and other moving
objects may have effect on the coverage which is not
predicted by the model and also changes in the environment
cannot easily be taken the neighbor list account[18]. Thus,
to predict the accuracy of the cell coverage is very difficult
and also may not be valid anymore after some time. In
recent practice, at the beginning of the network the DNCL is
manually configured by the means of planning and
controlling tools, and is manually updated when new cells
are installed. During this manual configuration the coverage
of cell and the neighbor relation are predicted using static
information such location of base station, and received
signal strength and maps [22][23]. Due to the sensibility and
the condition of radio propagation, these static predictions of
the cell coverage are more or less inaccurate, and cannot
take changes in the conditions of radio into account.
III. PROPOSED WORK
Automatically configuration and optimization of DNCL is
done in Two Phases. These phases are divided as PHASE I
and PHASE II and after that the architecture of DNCL is
shown. Architecture of how DNCL works is also shown
below.
Mechanism & Architecture:
PHASE
I:
DNCL
CONFIGURATION ( )

AUTOMATICALLY

// DNCL = Dynamic Neighbor Cell List //
NC Identification ( )
{
For (i = 0; i <= N; i++)
{
If (MNC >= MNCT)
{
NC is able to enter in the DNCL;
}
}
}
/* MNC = Measurement of Neighbor Cell.
MNCT = Measurement of Neighbor Cell Threshold.
NC = Neighbor Cell.
*/
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PHASE
II:
DNCL
OPTIMIZATION ( )

AUTOMATICALLY

DNCLAutomaticallyOptimization ( )
{
CLT, PSQmin, ASmax, NCL = null;
For (i=0; i<=32; i++)
{
If (ASmax > NCL)
{
For each LC of CLT do
{
mj =0;
For each LR of CLT do
{
If (CLT [LR, LC] >= PSQmin)
{
mj = mj+1;
}
}
}
}
If (maxj (mj) > 0)
{
j* = argmax (mj);
add cell identified by column j* to the NCL;
for each LR of CLT do
{
If (CLT (LR, LC*) >= PSQ min)
{
Remove LR from CLT;
}
Remove LC* from CLT;
}
Else
{
Return NCL;
}
}
}
}
/*CLT = Cell listing Table
PSQmin = Pilot Signal Quality
received by the mobile
is higher than a minimum
requirement.
ASmax = Maximum Allowable Size
NCL = Neighbor Cell List
LC = List Column
LR = List Row
*/
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